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Ваш надійний помічник

 

QA Engineer, 50000 грн.
 

Київ,  
 

Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: від двох років

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

International IT Company of innovative devices developing in the field of payment solutions and cash processing requires QA
Engineer

QA Engineer will be a member of the Support Tool Engineering team and will be responsible for automated and manual testing
software products for web/win/mobile applications. As a quality assurance engineer, the candidate will play a key role in creating and
supporting test processes, tools, and methodologies within the team.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

Manual test of software applications, APIs and services.

Actively use Perforce and Svn revision control systems.

Work with issue tracking and release automation managment systems Jira, Bamboo.

Report generation, administration and maintenance archives.

Perform debugging and root cause analysis of component failures and customer reported issues.

Independent validation of product performance.

Member of Agile/Scrum project development team(s).

Weekly meetings with US, UK peers.

Develop, execute, maintain automation scripts and keyword tests.

JOB REQUIREMENTS:

Bachelor Degree or higher in Electrical or Software Engineering.

3+ years proven experience in manual testing.

1 – 2 years of experience in automated testing tools/frameworks like TestComplete, Visual Studio Test Professional, GoogleTest,
Selenium.

Able to create automation scripts in one of the languages Python or C#, or VB, or Java, or C++.

Experience using software development tools and environments Visual Studio, Eclipse

Knowledge of Windows, Linux and Android platforms on user level.

Basic understanding of serial communication, network and USB protocols.

Intermediate spoken English is a must.

Responsible for writing test reports.

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


ICTQB certification is a plus.

WORKING CONDITIONS:

Challenging tasks with using of modern technologies.

Competitive salary, bonus and medical plan.

Friendly environment.

Learn and Use of English.

Flexible working schedule.

Lunch Bonus program.

5% travel to US, UK but not limited.

Salary: 1500-2000y.e. (gross)

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +38 (099) 173-93-90
 
 

Контактна
особа:

ЛюбовьВолошнюк
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